Introduction
It is a well known problem for any class of mathematical structures to determine whether every group G is the full automorphism group of a member of this class (see, for example, [3] ), and even some general methods of construction have been developed [8] . In this paper we shall consider some aspects of this problem for systems of equivalence relations or of partial order relations.
Let A' be a set and 11 a set of binary relations on A". We define the automorphism group of the system (X,R) by Aut(A", R) = {g € Sym(A')|a;ry if and only if (xg)r(yg) for all x, y € A", r £ R}. However, there is also a more general way of denning automorphisms, namely we might also allow permutations of R. We thus define the group of semi-automorphisms of (A, R) by Saut(A', R) = {g € Sym(A")| there exists g' £ Sym(iZ) such that xry if and only if {xg)(rg')(yg) for all x, y £ X, r 6 R}. Note that g' is uniquely determined by g, and the mapping g g' is a homomorpliism from Saut(A, R) into Sym(TE) whose kernel is Aut(A", R). In [6] we considered the problem of simultaneously representing a group G and a normal subgroup of G as the group of semi-automorphisms, respectively automorphisms, of a system of partial orders or equivalence relations. If R is a set of equivalence relations on X, then we call (A', ¡1) an equivalence system. If, in addition, for any x,y £ X with x / y tlicre exists a unique e € R such that xey, we say that (X, R) is an equivalence structure.
Representations with few orbits
In [5] , we get representations of a group G as a group of automorphisms of an equivalence structure (A*, E) such that G has 3 orbits on X. We can modify-this to show that at most 2 orbits are sufficient. THEOREM 2.1. Let G be a group. Then Lhere exists an equivalence structure (X,E) such thai G = Aut(A', E) and such that Aut (X,E) has at most 2 orbits on (A", E).
Proof. The result is trivial for G = {1}. Therefore assume that G ^ {1}, and let A* = {0,1} X G. Define the relation /o as having the classes {(0>i0 I 5 S C} and {(1,/t)} for all h G G. Similarly, let fi have the classes {(IjfiO I 9 S G'} and {(0,/;.)} for all li G G. For each g G G define the relation eg as having the classes {(0, h), (1, gh) 
is an equivalence structure. Note that as G / {1}, every automorphism of (A", E) lias to leave each of the sets {(0,(?) | g G 6'} and {(1,</) | g G G} invariant (as this set is the only class of /o respectively f\ with more than one element). The rest of the proof follows as in [5] , Thin. 3.1 and Cor. 3.2.
It is easy to see that if G is the cyclic group of order 3 then there is no equivalence system (A', E) with G = Aut(A", E) such that G is transitive on A'. Thus the bound of 2 orbits is the best possible. (1) There exists an equivalence system (A', E) with G = Aut(A', E) such that Aut(X,E) is transitive on X.
(2) There exists an equivalence structure (A*, E) with G = Aut(A, E) such that Aut(A", E) is transitive on A*.
(3) G is an elementary abelian 2-group.
Proof. Trivially, (2) implies (1). We next show that (3) implies (2). Let G be an elementary abelian 2-group, and let S be the set of subgroups of G of order 2. Let A' = 6', a nd for each U 6 S let cy be the equivalence relation on X whose classes are the right coscts of U. Let E = {eu \ U € 5}. It is clear that (A~.,E) is an equivalence structure and that Aut(A", E) contains a subgroup isomorphic to G via the right regular representation of G. In order to show that G = Aut(A", E) it is therefore sufficient to show that if a € Aut(A", E) with la = 1 then a is the identity. Let h 6 G. Then U := {1,/i} G S, and h is the unique other element which is related to 1 in eu, hence we must have ha = h, and,a is the identity. Hence G = Aut(A', E), and G is transitive oil A", thus (2) holds.
We finally prove that (1) implies (3) by showing that whenever G is abelian but not an elementary abelian 2-group then there docs not exist an equivalence system (A", E) with the properties as in (1) . Let G be abelian, but not an elementary abelian "2-group, and suppose that there is an equivalence system (A', E) such that G = Aut(A", E), and Aut(A", E) is transitive on A'. As G is abelian, it follows that G is regular on A', that is, we can assume that A' = G and G acts via right multiplication on A*. Let e £ E, and denote by U e the class of a which contains 1. If g E U e , as gg~x = 1 it follows that U e g -1 = U c , hence U e is a subgroup of G', and thus the equivalence classes of e are just the coscts of U e . Note that the mapping a : h h~x is not the identity, and it is an isomorphism of G. Thus for every e E E and h E II, the mapping a leaves U e invariant, ans maps U e h onto U e h~x, thus a G Aut(A", E). But a is a clearly not induced by right multiplication with an element of G', therefore we get a contradiction to G = Aut(A", E), which concludes the proof.
For any group G let P(G) = {<p G Sym(G) | for all subgroups U < G and all g E G there exists h E G such that (p maps Ug onto Uh}. Note that G < P(G) via the right regular representation. Considering the equivalence relations on G given by the right coscts of subgroups, the arguments in the proof of Theorem 2.3 also yield the following result. PROPOSITION 
Let G be a group. Then there exists an equivalence system (X,E) such that G = Aut( A\ E) and G is regular on X if and only if G = P(G).
Note that in order to show that G = P(G) it is sufficient to show that the stabilizer of 1 in P{G) is trivial. It is not hard to see that if G is generated by involutions then G = P(G) (if a E P{G) fixes 1, then, considering the 2-element subgroups, it follows that a fixes all involutions, and by induction it follows that a is the identity). It is, however, not necessary that G is generated by involutions, for example, if G is non-abclian of order 21 then also G = P{G).
For systems of partial order relations bounds on the necessary number of orbits also have been established; indeed, there arc such bounds for a single partial order (some arc established in [1] and [2] ), some constructions of regular representations arc given in [4] .
Representations of permutation groups
Even more difficult than representations of groups as an automorphism group of a structure with few orbits on the underlying set is the problem of representing a given permutation group G on a set A' as the automorphism group of a structure with underlying set A". In fact, not every permutation group G on a set A* is isomorphic to the automorphism group of a system of binary relations on A" (see, for example, §5 in [11] ). As a contrast, we shall now show that every permutation group is isomorphic to the group of semi-automorphisms of a system of well-order relations. If r is a binary relation on A" and g € Sym(A') then we define the binary relation r g on X by xr g y if and only if (xg~l)r(yg -1 ) . Note that rj = r. 
Proof. Let x,y £ X,li,g € G. By definition, we have xr^y if and only if (xh~1)r(yh~1).
As xk~l = xgg~lh~l = xg(hg)~l and yh
, this holds if and only if (xg)rh g (yg). As the mapping h >->• kg is a permutation of G for all g £ G', it follows that G is a subgroup of Saut(X, Rq)•
In particular, the image A of Saut(A', RG) in Sym(Cr) under the mapping a *-*• a' is transitive on G. Let a 6 Saut(A", RG) such that a' fixes 1. This means that a 6 Aut(A", {r}), and thus a = 1. Hence A consists of all the mappings r^ r hn for all g G G, and thus A acts as a regular permutation group on RG-But Aut( A, {r}) = {1} also implies that Aut(A", RG) = {1}, hence the mapping a a' from Saut(A", RG) onto A is a bijection. Therefore Saut(A, 7?g) = G.
THEOREM 3.2. If G is a permutation group on a set X then there exists a set W of well-order relations on X such that G = Saut(A", IF), and such that G acts as a regular permutation group on IV.
Proof. Let w be a well-order relation on A". With W = {w g \ j the rest follows from Lemma 3.1.
Simultaneous representations
Simultaneous representations of more than one group, monoid etc. as automorphism groups of structures in a very general setting were considered by Vera Trnkova in [9] and [10] . Here we shall consider representations of all subgroups®f a group as automorphism groups of certain subsystems of a system of equivalence or partial order relations. Representations like these might also be achieved through the general constructions in [9] and [10] ; in some cases, however, the constructions we shall give also provide relatively low upper bounds on the size of the underlying set which the more general setting docs not seem to provide. 
subgroup U of G there exists a partial order relation <u on X such that (p(U) = Aut(A', <[/), and furthermore U\ < U2 if and only if <Ui is an extension of <u2-
Proof. Let X be llie disjoint union of GxG and Gx {000,001}. Let <' be an inverse well-order relation on G such that 1 is the maximal element with respect to <'. Define <G as follows. Let x <Q X for all x £ X; for hi,h2,h\,h2 £ 6'let (hi,hi) <c (/'i,/12) if and only if/ii = h\ and h2 <' h2\ and for h\,h2,h £ G,i £ {0,1} let (/ii,/»2) <G (h,oo{) if and only if h2 <' h\h~l. Finally, for h £ G let (/?., 0O 0 ) <G Note that if x £ (h, 001) then x <c (/i, 001) if and only if x <G (/i, 000), thus if <'G is the order induced by <G on Y = (6' xG)U {(/i,oo0) | h £ G} then the restriction mapping gives an isomorphism between Aut(A", <G) and Aut(F, <G)-But (y, <'G) is just the ordered set constructed by Garrett BirkholTin [7] , hence it follows that G is isomorphic to Aut(F, the isomorphism being given by (h, z)(g<p) = (kg, z) for all h € G and z G G U {000}. Thus we also get (h, ooi)(g<p) = (h,g, 001). Now we define <u for U < G as follows. 
